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Deaf-Blind Babies in Social Interaction: Questions of (

Maternal Adaptation

Jeanette A. Walker, Ph.D.
Department of- Special Education

University of Illinois'

Susan M. Kershman, Ph.D.
Department of Special Education

Temple. University

The social interactive process during -the first three pears of life is
'based on a meshing of individual patterns of behavior, and on the chang-

.

ing roles assumed. by each interactor over time. The establishment of

normal patterns of interaction is at least partially dependent on the 'normal

/capabilities and responses of the infant. 1-t 'might be expected that ex-

treme differences in intra-individual characteristics, su as those which

may be associate& with handicapping conditionsr would be relate to differ-

ences in interaction patterns as wpII. Further, one 'night expect that such

patterns would ge influenced( not only by the child's characteristics and

behavior patterns', but by the parent's perceptions of the child's ability to

engage in social, interaction, by the past history of the relationship', and

by how much satisfaction the parent experiences in social interaction with

the child.

Social interactionzipn lies the adjustment of each partner to the charac-

teristics and behaviors of the other. When one partner' is a baby, the ,

mother is responsible for most of the adjutment which occurs. When the

baby is severely handicapped, as in the present study, one 'might assume,

that even more of the responsibility for adjustment would rest with the

mother.

If it can be assumed that, given a normal baby, the characteristics

shown by the mothers of the deaf-blind babies in this study would be
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similar to those displayed by the mothers' of the nonhandicapped babies,

then the ways in which these mothers differ may be viewed a' :cuirring in

response tb the characteristic's, of the de'af-blind baby. these

differences may indicate either adjustment or non-adjustment (e.g. , disor-

ganization, display -of behaviors unrelated to the interactive partner,

etc.). If the former is assumed, i.e:; that differences are adjustments to

the characteristics of the deaf-blind babies as interactive partners, it -must

still be determined whether these adjustments are adaptive. ones. And

questions of 'adaptation must be accompanied, by the question, "Adaptive

for what?" Furthermore, many adjustments may be logically interpreted as

either vlaptive and/or non-adaptive, depending on the answer to that

question in that particular case, making this a very complex. issue.

The purpose of the present study was to compare patterns of sOcial,

interaction between a ,r,oup of four deaf-blilkd babies and their- mothers to

thosi of a matched group of four normal babies and their mothers in terms

of amount of interaction, modalities used, affective quality, and contingent

response patterns. Pirticular attention was given to possible adaptive

functions that differences ibetween mothers might play in relation to differ-

ences found between the two groups of babies. While it is recognized that

.causal links can not be established fro'm the present data, such an -ap-

proach allowS" the examination of mother differences as adjustments-to baby'

differences; further speculation then 'becomes possible in terms of the

adaptive and non-adaptive qualities of these adjustments.

it was predicted that the deaf-;blind babies' behavior would. be "both

more limited_ in variety and less predictable in
w
terms of the parents' being

able to "anticipate what the infant would respond to. Each ,of these types

of differences would have implications for' the mothers' ability to adapt, for



they would define a social partner who would be outside of the mothers'
experience with, and expectations for, social cDmmun atien. It was, also
predicted, however, that social communication woull occur despite the
limitations of the babies, 't4beit in alternative waysCidisplaying different

: v=4
. ,'1.aracteristic`patterns than in the normal baby-parent':',dyads.
1.

Subjects

The sample for this study was composed of four Oarent-child dyads in
which the child was classified as functionally dea.f-b1iytd,, and four dyacks. in--

1 =which the child was nonhandicapped. The handicapped children were
-selected. on' the ja'asis of their participation in an intervention progrm for
young deaf-blind' 'children. Three were boys andione a girl; these four
babies ranged in deielopmental age from 1 month ,t6' 20 months, with three
of the babies being in the 1-2 month range. Cli:ronoiogical ages ranged

from 3.0-5.4 years, with three of the babie's being under 3.11. Two of
the babies were black and two caucasian.

The group of normal, babies were recruited 'from a daycare center,
and wehe chosen to participate in the study on the basis of similarity to
one of the handicapped children on the variables, of developmental level,

sex, ',race, socioeconomic status Of the family, and the education of both
parents. Chronologic'al age was not used as one of the matching variables,.

The normal babies were therefore chronologically younger than :the deaf-
.

blind babies, ranging in age frdm 1.6 months to 1 months\

Procedure

An inItiai visit was made to each home to accustom the' family to

having an observer present. i A second visit was then made4for videotap-,

incr the daily activities of feeding, bathing and play. No structure was
el
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put on these sessions; rather,_ the person video aping the pessions adapted
...

, ,
to the famly't normal routine, with this exception; jf one of the situations. 6 .

.

wag not, naturally engaged in, the videotaper reminded the mother to go

ahead and carry out .that activity a,s she normally.would. Five minutes of

the play- sessions, beginning 30 seconds into the session; we're used as the

data base for the present study; the total data base. used in the analyses
-.

was therefore derived from 20 minutes of interaction for each group of,

;dyads.

Bei-Tiara' codes focused on modalities in which interactions took

place. Parent ctlges iGCluded (a) gaze (looking, at the baby's face), (b)

vocal-verbal, (c) tactile (touching or kissin.g), ('d) kinesthetic (movement

of the baby's limbs or body in space), and (e) do-nothing. Cat ones for'

baby behaviors were similar, and included (a) gaze, (4) vocal be aviors of

a. positive or neutral nature, (c) physical movement, (d) vocal behaviors

indicating distress, and (e) do-nothing.

The coding procedure was event-based, with no regard for time, and

,categories were coded as being mutually exclusive. in cases where two

, categories occurred concurrently, the one which began first was coded;

behaviors were 'thuS coded s.imp y as alternating sequences between mother
.

and baby. rer-observer agreement rangdd from 88-96%.

Data from the group of four dyads with deaf-blind babies were corn;

pared to those 'for the group of dyads with nonhandicapped babies using

procedures for the .analysis of obser-vational and/or proportiofial data

(Fleiss, 1973; Gottman & Bal,cema-n, 1979; Robson, 1973; and Siegel,- 1956),

including primarily the chi-square test for .goodness-of-fit, the binomial z,

and the z for testing differences between proportions. Becamse many of

the frequencies for conditional relationships between mother and baby



)behaviors were small, analyses were performed only on these cells where

Particular cells or.. y groups of cells met specific criteria. However, while
the number of ,possible comparisons of contingent/ relationships was rela=
tively' small, visual comparisons of the interaction patterns of the two
groups were often much more interesting than the statistical analyset.

Results

Because the purpose of this paper is to examine differences between

//

the mothers of these two groups of babies in terms of their possible adap-.

tive functions in relation to the differences between the babies, results

from the babies and dyadic units will be presented first, followed Jby the

results for the mothers. .These will then be discussed in terms of their

possible adaptive functions within the interactions.

As might be expected, both quantitative and qualitative differences

were found between the social interaction patterns of the nqrmal and the

deaf-blind babies. Quantitatively, the overall rate of interaction was much

Insert Table 1 about here

,
. less in the dyads with deaf-blind babies, as seen in Table 1; only about

two thirds as malpy two-step interactive sequences -occurred in these d ads

as in the others Furthermore, 50% of\ the time in which the mother of

the deaf-blind' babies were -engaged; the babies were not, in contrast to
1-4

11% for the nonhandicapped babies.

'While recognizing .that modalities may not be equal in communicative

value, an examination of a combination of those behaviors which may be

interpreted' as communication by the mother may serve as a simple, index to

the baby's availability for interaction, while ignoring the quality of the

7
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interaction.. A' further, look at the quantity of interactive behaviors sho'vs

that when di-stress was included as a possible communicative system, 50% of
, .the deaf-blind babies' behaviors during the interactive -sequences were'

available to serve as social interaction, in contrast to 89% for the normal

babies. When' distress was excluded as a communicative' category and only

,.positive categories were considered, 39%of the deaf-blind babies' behaviors

were available for interaction, in contrast to 76% for the normal baby.

Both of ther differences were significant at a ID, < .001 level (zt0t, = -3.9;

19). Even if the mother werecto interpret every one of the

deaf-blind baby's behaA*Ts as communication, her, baby would still offer

her much less chance to engage in .or create -interacttive:*quences.

Using the frequencies in the category profile of the nonhandicapped

babies as what would theoretically be expected in the deaf-blind group if

the two groups were drawn from the same population, it was found that

the two groups of babies were also characterized by significantly different

/

qualitative communication profiles in terms of the distribution of their

(X2behaviors across the five categories (Xc' = 118.85, p < .001, df=4). ' Each

group also differed significantly from chance (n derived from p = .20) in'

the distr:ibution of modality, use across categories f X2 = 25.54; X2nhc
7

22.06; p < .001, df=4). Category use was therefor,e not at a chance teal

for either group; the two groups, however, differed from each other in ,

the modalities which best characterized their interactive styles;

In order to determine which particular categOries might account for

these differences, and to more precisely define the two groups of babies

as interactive partners, a c arison was made of the two proportions for

entries in, each set of anal s cel s of the category profiles across the

two groups, as recommended by Suomi (1979). Two particular categories
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were found to differ sign,ificantly across groups, includirg. vocalization (;

= -2:04, 1/3< .05) and dt;-nothing (z,= 2.69; p < .01). Each cell'for each

group was also compared -to a chance value (p = .20); using this type of
analysis, 4he deaf-blind babies were found to' exhibit significantly less

icocaliziltion .= -4.27,- < .001), less diskr\ess (z = 2.18;p < .05), and
more. do-pothing (z = 7.18; p < .001) than would be expected "by chance.

The nonhandicapped babies also exhibited less do-nothing (*z = -2.0, p <
.05). In .contrast to the deA-blind babies, however, they exhibited more

gaze (z = 3.?2, p < .01), more vocalization (z = 2.38; p < ,.05) and less
dol nothing (z = -2.0; p < .05) The normal babies were thus more likely
to engage in vocalization and gaze, the two modalities probably most often
involved in everyday social interaction, and familiar to the mothers as

I

interactive categories. The dealiblind babies used almost no yocalizationy ,

and had a much lower prodability of engaging in gaze than did the normal

`babies; rather, they were most often engaged in doing nothing signjfi-
4

candy more often than chance. Of those behaviors whjch the mothers

might interpret as interactive,:the one most used by the deaf-blind babies

was movement, probably the least communicative of the modalities, at least
in isolation. The two groups of babies were therefore very different in
their overall' characteristic communication profiles. ("Communicative" is

loosely defined here as any pdssible mode of. interaction; no implication of

intentionality is assumed.)

While uncontingent behavior patterns such as those just described

characterize the interactive partner rn general, -contingent patterns charac-

terize the interactive partner in relation to the other, member of the dyad,
1

and have implications for both predictability and for the extent to which

9
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the behavior. interchpges actually resemble/ social interaction. For ex-

s.

\,/..,.._

.
r- . % .

y ample, a baby (or mother) may be extremely vocal, or' may become vocal in
.

.
- ,- ,tile presence of another individual, but may exhibit none of this in direct

, .relation to the interactive behaviors of the other. FOrther, even a baby

who displays fewer behaviors in general, or displays behaviors which are. - ..,
largely in categories not 'usually thought ores ,communicative, may be a

/
, r

satisfying and 'enjoyable sbcial partner .if those 'behaviors are clearly re-
. : \,., ,

lated to the mother's own interactive Cfforts. ,

Because many `of the ceps in both matrices showing overall contingent

category use (Table 1) contained low frequencies, no chi-square compari-
0 r

son of. the total matrices containing conditional probabilities Was made.

FlOwever, it w8s possible to use the binomial z to compare the conditional

probabilities in. some of the _individual cells to probabilities bas'd on ex-
lepected values derived from uncontingent probabilities in the row andr -, 0

column -totals". That is, given a particular mother behavior (e.g., vocalize-
.

tion), what was the most probable baby response? Was it any more pre-
_ .

dictable tban it would be simply from the baby's overall use of the cate-
L 1 .

gories, i.e., from the uncontingent probability? It was found that the
. .

contingent response patterns in- neither group, were significantly different
1 s,,,,from overall modality use, at least for those cells with high enough fre-

quencies- to be included in the analyses (7 and 10 comparisons for the

. deaf-blindoand nonhandicapped groups respectively).

Despite .he lack (if significant differences \,for individual cells, how-
.4. 1

ever, it seems obvious that the contingent response patterns which, the two
......

groups of babies. preserited to their mothers were very different. ,A closer
..-

visual analysis of the matrices may be used to -clarify these clinical pat- ,

'"..v _terns. Vocalization was the category most used by both- groups of rhoth-

ers, and one of thertwo modalities most likely to obtain a positive response

10



in both groups. In the nonhandicapped group, rmother Vocalization was

most likely to be followed by baby vocalization or gaze, while in the deaf-
,

blind, group movement was the most :probable reporise. The deaf-blind
babies we're almost , equally responsive. to the .mothers' use *of the kinesthe-

tic category and to mother vocalization, ,Ciehile the -nonhandicapped

were much more responsive_ to mother vocalizeton". Consequently, of all

the combinations of mother initiate/baby respond, the two most probable

contingent patterns in the nonhandicapped group were mom gaze 4 baby

gaie and mom vocal 4 baby vocal, while in the deaf-blikeigroUp they were

mom vocal 4 baby move and mom kinesthetic 4)aby move. The two groups

of babies therefore tended not only to respond to different categories, but -

to respond with different' categories. In the deaf blind group, in ,addi=,
tion, the three mother initiation categories containing the Majority of

'mother behiviOrs xere each almost equally likely to b,e_follatre, by a no

response as by a response. The probability of, obtaining, any, reponse from

the deaf-blind babies 4 therefore had a greater ,tendency to be closer to

'chance than with the ,nonhandicapped- babies, indicating that the interac-

tive behaviors which motherS directed toward their deaf-blind babies made

less difference hi terms E differential responding. The normal babies

were not' only more likely to respond, but to be more predictable in the

types of responses which ' /hey would rhake to a particular parent behavior,
',

often matching the behavior of their, mothers.

Predictability is a crucial characteristic of any interactive partner; in

babies, it allows the mother to anticipate and establish interactive se-

quences, and enables interactions to take pla,ce,in chains of behavior which

are longer than two steps. It has already been demonstrated that the
N

deaf-blind babies were highly prectirtabtri4i that the probability that they
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would dj nothing away .50. Further, 73% of 'their total amount of interac-
.-

tion was accounted for by two categories (do-nothing and Movement), ,while

two,. categories ckgaze and vocal) accounted for only 59%' of the normal

baby's behavior.' The ;leaf-blind baby was thus more preditable overall,
6_

.but in, less interactive ways. When r7sponSes to specific parent behaviors _
.

......were exathined, however, the, deaf-blind baby wps Also 'less predictable.\ - ,
t4 Further, while the normal babies almost, always responded, for the deaf- C.,

blind 'babies they probability of .fa response or a, no response ,was almost'
i

*equally likely in each case., In addition, movement, the Most used inter-

active moda 'ty of the deaf-blind baby, was not differentiated according to

specific parent categories. In terms of predictability, then, the mother of

the' deaf-Wind baby would be less able to predict which- Of her behaviors,

would get a response, and given a response, would be less able to predict
.

what it would Be.
. *,

The 'results just presented not ohly-describe ..category. use by the

bap S-Nif one combines the three responsive modalities into- one categg'ry

c Iled "positive," the same results may be usedas one index.to the overall
4.

affective qualify of the baby as an interactor, and to the predictability of

each affective state (+, -, or n) as presented to the ,mother. (A 5 do -

nothing ha;ipeen- re-defined here as neutral- in order to clifferthltiate it

from positive and- negative; ir1 reality; a do-nothing Ray or may not be
A

interpreted as neutral by the mother involved in the interaction.) This

regrouping' is givert in Table ?, which displays the affective quality of the

_._babies' contingent responses to each type of parent initiation, as well as,

the overall affective, quality of each group of babies (category profiles).

A highly, predictable affective response following any. particular type

of parent initiation is indicated by a high probability for one Sipe of

12 5)
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Insert TQle 2 about Itere

4

affective response (i.e., . -,4'orn.), lend low protabilities for the other
0

,two. Conversely, lower (probabilities, or probabilities spread over more of
, ., .. ,

.'the three possible affective response categories, would indicate a less-
i s ieffectively 'predictable I50y4 In congruence with the rrults already pre-

sented, a comparison of the two groups of babies in the* distribution of re-.

. sponses across the three affective categori=, 'using the results from the
.

... .

nonhandieapped group for' expected values, yielded a significant difference
- .. .

between groups (X2 - 108.51; .p 4, .001; df = 2). In 'addition to differing
_.- 0

4.i °z-, . -- .. ,.
.from each other in the diWibution of behviors across affective categories.,

00'

each group of babies also differed from what might be expected bishance .

20 ,
, 1 '

°(p = .33) (X = 22.54,.p < .001, df ,= 2; X2 115'.47, p < .001, df
,7-0, nhc

4.=2). Responses of both, groups were therefore more predictable than
. 0 ......., ,, .

\ .
'chance, although those of fhe nonhandiCapped group were more so. A

comparison of analogous cells of the column, profiles of the two groups,

using the z for comparison of proportions, shOwed that the ,two groups
S

differed in Ithe proportion' of behaviors in both the positive (z = 3.9, p <
6 6. }.I

0 . and the neutral (z = 2.69, p < .01) categories. Further, a compari-.3.
0!

son of each of, the "three affective categories for_ each group with chance (p,, .

4, 1= .33) shdwed that both groups displayed. negative affeCt sigAicantly less
. / .

.. than chance (zdb = ..:4.52; < .001; ?ihc.= '4'98' p < :001). However,.

the deaf-blin babieswerze also engaged in neutral affect significantly more
.often than chance (z 7;- 3:48, <p < :001), while the normal ID/abies et)gaged,

IP, .
irkeheUtral affect significantly less than chance (z = -5.51, p < .001) and

, . 1

*
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positive affect at a level significantly. greater than cth ve (z .:= 10.92, p <.
..001.). Thus, the two groups of babies both engaged in negative affectr

. at a less than chtance level. The deaf-blind babies, however,, were besti
characterized, by neutral affect (defined here as- do-Kothing), while the
handicap'pedVbabies were best characterized by positive.

..
. I_

The regrouping df the five categories into three categories .of baby?

affeCt arso allows, a slightly different interpretation of patterns of contin-,
. gent respOridipa. The combination of categories into more inc4usive onesf ,

. ./, . yielded cell frequencies' of sufficient magnitude for applying a chi-square. I , . . .
. for comparison of the total matrices (although one cell of the 25' still con-

4

, .
.tained ,a frequency of zero as the expected 'value). A chi-square per-

..
, .

formed to compare these 'total matrices yielded a significant difference 4X2
N

= 134.3 (p <.'4.601, df sr. 8) between the two groups. The two groups of
-Ababies' thus differed not' oily in .their typical' affective quality,. as_ repre-

c.

sented in the column totals,. but in the distribution of their typical affec-
tive responses to particular mother categories of behavior.

,., The binomial z was used to determine if particular cells accounted for
0. 4 1these differences. It was fOund thi, in naither group did any of the

typical klaby.reVponses to the five mother categories differ significantly,..
,

.from what would be 'expected from the uncontingent probabilities in the
.row and column totals, at least for those comparis ns with 'frequencies high

enough to compute. ;Overall interactive characte 'sties , were therefore.
.mirrored i3 responses 'to particular mother behavio s, at least as reflected

..

in" terms of Statistical 'differences.

Again, a visual analysis adds more information to the clinical.,picture

of differences in. patterns for the two grOUps. .1-h general, a positivek

'response was the most -predictable' one for the nonhandicapped babies to



46 every mother category *except do-nothing (which happened only four times

for the total group). For each of the mother initiation categories of

ual, vocal, tactile and kinestlaetic, the , normal babies had a v7ry high
probability of 'Positive response. -For. the group of deaf -bliny babies, a

neutral (do-nothing) was the most predictable response to all mother

categories except mother do-nothing (and gaze, which had very few en-
>

tries). Following the kinesthetic initiation category, the probabilities of a,

positive response and a db-nothing response from the deaf-blind baby 'were

almost e ually, likely; responses to vocal/verbal initiation showed the same

dichotomy, although not to the same. extreme. Response to tactile initiation

was. even less pr. edictable; 48% of the time it elicited no response, and the
.
remaining percent4ge was almost eq ually divided between positive and

negative.. A positive response was, however, the second most predictable

response to the vocal, tactile and kinesthetic categories; if the .do-nothing

responses are. disregarded,. the deaf-blind babies showed more similarity to

the nonhandicapped., babies. While patterns of affective response in both
°

groups were more predictable than chance, they were thus predictable in

very different ways. The most likely *affective response of the deaf-blind
Jbabies was, however, not as predictable as that of the nonhandicapped

babies, ,either in general or in response to particular mother initiations.

Another approach taken to examine the predictability of the affective
,quality of the interactions was to compute the average number of intra-

and inter-individual sequential. behaviors with no change in affect; that is,

,given a particular affective state for either the baby or for the dyad, how

long was it nicely to last? It was found that both of these measures dif-

.fered for the two groups:- first; given any chain of behaviors, the affec-

tive quality most likely to be maintained by the deaf-blind baby was
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neutral', with a mean length of 2.12 coded behaviors, whilo for the normal

baby it was positive, with a mean length" of .33. The pormal babies were

not only more predictable in affect- from o behavior to the next,*as

indicated by a longer mean length, but wer predictable in much more

socially interactive ways. While this differen e was not statistically .signi-

ficant, probably due to the large standard deviations associated with the

meaty for the nonhandidapped group, its possible clinical significance for

the mothers canno be' overlooked.

A similar approach was taken to characterizing 'the affective quality of, :-t .'
the dyads (rather; thari the infants); a frequency couQt was made of thei2-step chains it ir .4). hich both the mother's and the baby's behavior were

4 3;.

interactively pI4ill.ve, or could' be interpreted as such by the other mem-

ber; any two-step chain containing p do-noithing or distres was therefore

fexcluded. Table 3 summarizes this data for, each group o dyads.

Insert Table 3 about here

4
Of all possible two-step chains between baby and mother, dyads with

4.

deaf-blind babies had an average of 16.25 positive two-step chains, corn-,

prising 33% of the ctotal interaction. Once entered into, positive chains. in

these dyads had an average length of 3.25 coded behaviors, or slightly /

more than one and a half complete interactive turns. In contrast, the

.,..average number of positive two-step chains for the dyads with nonhandi-
.

capped babies was 52.75, or 73% of the total interaction, with an average

length of12.47 behaviors. Thtse proportions were significantly different

across the two groups (z = -3.52, p <.001)'. In the dyads with nonhandi-
f:

capped babies, the proportion of positive two-step chains was greater than

16
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chanfe (z = 2.69; p < .01); ho difference from chance was foufi for,the
-dyads with deaf-blind babies: 1

Because of the extremely long chains of one of the dyads in the

nonhandicapped group, a second mean was computed excluding this dyad,

yielding an average length of 6.79, rather the 12.47 behaviors. Even,

using this more conservative mean, the dyads with nonhandicapped babies

ticl interactive sequences with twice as many complete interactive turns as
the.idyads with' deaf-blind babies. The deaf-blind baby/mother dyads thus

ilnot only entered into positive chins of Tnteraction much less often, utv , .

were also less able to maintain these chains for as many turns; in general,
---..")these chains consisted of a mother behavior 'baby behavior --) mother

.4

A fw

behavior. Data for individual dyads showed that the longest mean length

of positiI chains for arty deaf-blind baby was only slightly larger than

the shortest Mean length of chairrnfor any nonhandicapped baby. When

'.the dyads' with nonhandicapped babies entered into positive chains,, they

were very likely to be of a more reciprocal and socially interactive nature,

and to ,last mu longer.
..1

The lengti-Opf chains of affect are one aspect of predictability; theyr ,

are even more revealing as an interactive index in combination with an

examination of category change. A baby may exhibit any combination of
. .

predictability of affect, (low or high) and predictability of category (low or

high), with very different consequences for the quality of the interaction.

In order- to determine whether differences' in chains of similar affect were, ..

associated, with chains of behavior within the saw modality, the pro rtion
. -

of category changes was computed for each group, and then combin with

"schangjes in affect., As shown in Table 4, the mean frequencies of category

C

(

I

c.
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change for the two groups were significantly different (p < .01). Since
-

this.- might be expected simply from differences in the amount of interaction

Insert Table 4 about here
. - 4

in the two groups, the proibability of category change provides a more
interesting basis for comparison. First, ,given any behavior, what is the
probpbility of -a category change? Second, given a category change, what

is the probability of a change in affect?* Finally., how likely is it that a

category change will be to, or to another, effectively positive category?

While the difference did not reach significance, there was a tendency for
A the nonhaindicapped babies to change categories proportionately more than

the deaf-blind babies (o
db '53' Pnhc .62). Given a category change,

however, the deaf-blind baby was much 'more likely to change, affective

states as'well
`Pdb '90; Pnhc = 43; z =.4.09; p < .001). Furthermore,

the deaf-blind babies were not only more likely, to change* affect; it was
also leis likely that the Category change would be to, or to another,. .-

positilve interactive category' (Pdb =.* 10; 'Pnhc = 56; z = -2.59; p< .01).

The nonhandicapped babies were'therefore more likely to change categoiies

and to maintain posifivq affect acrosNese changes, combining variety in

interactive modality with geherally positive affect, while the deaf-blind

babies showed less variety in modality with less predictable affect across
,

category changes.

Thus, when the mother of a nonhandicapped baby initiated any inter-
.

action4 she could with much more certainty predict (a) Obtaining a re-

sponse, (b) the type of response that it would) be, and .(c) the affect of

the response, than could the mother, of a deaf-blind baby. In 'contrast to

18
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the nonhandicapped babies, then, the deaf-bld babies undoubtedly vio-

lated many' expectations commonly held regarding the behavior of partners

in sociaf- interaction. They were less responsive, less predictable, and

generally less(nteractiVe. It was left to the mother to carry the burden'

of initiating interactive sequences and of obtaining a response in the face

of uncertaillty about what response her efforts would bring; such inability

to control the quality of the interaction could easily be accompanied by a

sense of incompetce in the role of social partner r the baby, affecting

the confidence with which the mother approached the interaction. Despite

these difficulties, however, the deaf-blind babies and their others did

engage in sequences of social' interaction which was different fr m chance,

indicating that the mothers somehow adjusted their own interactive patterns

in order to establish contact with their babies.

While several appr &ches to studying such adjustments -are po'ssile,

the analyses presented here for the mothers witl be similar to those al-

ready presented for the babies. Differences between groups of mothers

will be ,examined- in terms of (a) the use of modalities, both. in general and

- in response .to particular baby behaviors, and (b) patterns of repetition'

and change following different baby affective states; these differences will

then be discussed in 'terms of their possible adaptive functions within the

interactions.

Table 5 presents information analogous to that in Table 1; the roles

of initiator and responder are, however, reversed, so that cells represent

the frequencies and probabilities for baby initiation and mother response,

while the column totals represent frequencies aoci proportion's of overall

mother use of each of the categories. While many cell frequencie were
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Insert Table 5 about here

(small and again minimized the number of possible statistiCA analyses, a

combination of procedures, along with visual analysis, helps .to build a

more complete description of the mothers as the interactive partners of the
two groups of babies.

, The do-pothing category accounted for very little of the. parents'
behavior in either group, and ;both. groups of parents used the verbal/
vocal category with a higher probability_ than they did any of the other
categories. In the grOup of :parents 'with normal babies, this category
accounted for more than half of the interactive behaviors. Mothers of the

-deaf-blind babies tended to spread their interactions more evenly over a
broader range of categories, and were almost equally as likely to engage in
kinesthetic or tactile stimulation is in vocalization. The proportion of
behaviors in the vocal /verbal category" was therefore lower. A further .

difference evident from a visual 'analysiO'is that the second most frequently

used mother category in the deaf-blind group was kinesthetic, rather than ,

tactile. The very low probabilty of 'the use of gai by-the parents of the

, - deaf-blind babies was notable; these mothers very rarely looked directly
into their babies' faces.

A chi-square comparison of the category -profiles of the two, group's,r,

- using the results for the mothers of the nonhandicaPped babies as ex-
pected values, yielded a, silnifica'nto difference between 'groups (X2

=

54.43; p < .001; df = 4) intheme distribution Of behavioir across categories.

Typical category profiles of the groups were t s mated to the type of
dyad of which the mother was a part/i.e. , eaf-blind 'or nonhandicapped,'

20
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as they were for the babies. A comparison of each of the groups of
mothers with charice values (based on p = .20) also yielded significant
differences. i4-1 both .groups (X2db = .47.01, p < .001, df = 4;

X2nhc"
p2.88, p < .001, df = 4).

As with the babies, a comparison of analogous 6611s in the column.'
profiles, both to each other and to chance, yielded a morespetkic,glescrip-

.
tion of where these differences occurred. Across groups, the only signifi,-
cant difference of the five comparisons was in the use,of/aze (z = -2.46,

p < .05), although the use of vocalization also approached significance (z
-1.8). A comparison of each cell with chance shoed' that the mothers of
the deaf-blind babies used significantly less gaze than would be expected
from an even distribution of behaviors acrosscategories (z = p <
.05), while the mothers of the nonhandicapped babies used

more vocalization (z = 2.91, p < .01).

As with th6 babies, the question arises as to whether these overall
patterns weere reflected in responses to` each' baby category, or whether
differential contingent responding characterized the typical mother behav-
iors following each baby behavior. 'While small frequencies again precluded
..the usvf the chi-square on the total matrices, it was possible to compare N'
several of the cells with what would be expected from row and column
totals. The binomial z was used to compare cell frequencies representing
contingent response patterns with what would be expected from overall
category use, as shOwn in the row and column totals. In the dyads with

?nonhandicapped babies, the mothers responded significantly differently
-than would be expected from the uncontingent probabilities in three differ-t

tat cells (out of a total of 22 comparisons), including gaze 3 vocal (z =
2.59, p < .01),, move 4 tactile (z = 5.92, < .001), and do nothing 3 tactile

21
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= 5.45, p < .001). In the deaf-blind group,71he 'binomial test applied

to within-grPup comparisons of thirteen of the individual cells. of baby
initiation/mother response patterns with conditional probabilities based on

the row and column totals ''ielded two significant differences. The contint-

getit probabilities of. gaze -+ tactile (z = 3.15, p < .01) and distress -+

do-nothing (z = _3.64, p < .001) w_e_r_e_both significantly greater than would

be expected from the unconditional probabilities. Unlike the babies, then,

the contingent responses of both grpups of mothers were different from

their overall category use. Each group of mothers varied responses in
relation to the preceding .baby behavior, but they did so, in different
ways.

A visual analysis of the two matrices further 'show4ethat thti mothers

of the normal infants were highly 'predictable in their modality of response;

three out of four types of baby initiption _.(gaze, vocal and distress) were

likely to be followed by verbal/vocal behavior on
`the

part of the parent;
the fourth (mwement) was most often; followed by either tactile or verbal/

Vocal behavior.: While they were somewhat similar, the p'atterns of parent

response were much less clearly defined in the deaf-blind baby /par'ent

dyads. Verbal/vocal behavior had the highest probability of occurring in

general, as it did with parentsof the 'normal babies; however / it skas much

less clearly ,contingent on particular baby behaviors. For example, the

probability of a parent verbal/vocal response to baby gaze in the nonhandi-

capped sample was .71. In the deaf-blind sample, while the probability of

a Verbal/Vocal response to infant gaze was greater than thlt for other
responses, it was also more closely :followed by tactile and kinesthetic.

The parent of the deaf-blind baby 4as more likely to use a verbal/vocal
4

behavior following a baby movement than was the parent of the normal

?2
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baby, who was mere' likely to use the tactile modality to respond to baby

movements,

Baby distress and do-nothing were also followed by different types of

parent behaviors in the two groups. The parents of the normal baby were

most likely to use verbal/vocal behavior .followIng a baby distress, while

the mother of the deaf-blind baby used tactile behavior. Following a baby

do-nothing, the parent of the normal baby used the tactile category, while'

the parent of the deaf-blind baby was most likely to use either kinesthetic

or verbal/vocal. These differences raise questions concerning possible

differences in the meanings attached to baby behavior in the two groups of

mothers. ,

Given the different characteristic,affective styles Qf the two groups of

babies, and assuming that a primary objective of the mothers_ would be to

obtain the maximum amount 'of positive interaction, one might alse4txpect 'to .

.\find differences in strateg4ts of 'repetition al)cl change which the mothers

might use after different baby affective states. For example, when the

baby was exhibiting distress, was the mother more likely to change her

mode of interaction or to maintain the one she was already using? That

is, what strategies did the mother use to change or maintain a. given

affective state in the baby? = Such an examination is closely related to the

predictability .of affect in, the infant, as the mother' would be expected to

use the categOries which she perceived to be most likely to bring about or

maintain a positive s interaction. Because the deaf-blind babies were less

cOnsistent in their contingent responding to any mother category than were

the nonhandicapped babies, . it was predicted that the mothers of these'
f"'Sbabies would be less decisive in their use of particular patterns off behav-

for following different baby affective states.
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Table 6 presents frequencies 9n,di probabilities of parent change and

repetition Vowing each - baby affective state. From the unconditional

Insert Table 6 about here

probabilities in the column Rrofiles, it is appprent that ,both groups of

parents used a change strategy more often than they used repetition.

This was, however, more characteristic of the mothei-s of the noohondi2

capped than) of the deaf-blind babies. ,

A comparison of the category profiles yielded a significant difference

between groups in the overall use of these two ..strategies (X2 = 21.88, p <

.001, 91.hr- 1). 'A comparison of analogous cells across groups, however,

yielded no significant differences between groups for use of either ,strate-

gy. A further comparison)of the profile of each group with chance, based

on an expected.value sof .50, showed that the use tHat parents of nonhandi-

capped babies made of change and repetition differed significantly from

chance (X', =. 7.88; p < .05, df = 2), .while that of the^ mothers of the

-deaf-blind babies did not. By applying the z to each cell, using p .50

as the expected value, it was found that the parents of'-nonhandicapped

babies used a change strategy significantly more and repetition signifi-

cantly less (z = + 2.9; p < .01) than chance. Repetition and change in

the deaf-blind group were both very close to a chance level.
.

The two groups of mothers thus differed in their typical overall use

of change and repetition. In order to determine whether this difference

between groups would be fUrther reflected in contingent relationships

between the' preceding baby behavior and the type. of mqther, strategy

used, a chi-square analysis was performed to compare the total

gency matrices of the two groups, and yielded a significant difference

24
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between groups = 76.13, p. < .001, df ='.2); the relationship between
the babies' affective state and the mothers' use of the-ttwo strategie was-,
different in the two groups of mothers. When the individual, cells of each
of the contingency Matrices were compared to expected values based on the
uncontingent probabilities' listed in the row and column profiles, the only
significant differenCe found was in the nonhandicapped group; moithers of
these babies used more change and ,less repetition following,baby negative
(z = + 2.35, p < .05) than would be expected from overall use of these
strategies.

A visual analysis of the two matrices shows that, bpth groups 'of
parents were alrr\ost twice at likely to change their category of interaction
following a negative "infant behavior as they were to repeat; only in 'the

0.;
no handicapped_ grOup, however, was this difference significant. A posi-,
tive infant behavior was also slightly more likely in both groups to be
followed by a change in category. Following a baby do-nothing, the'
pattern was very different. While parents of the normal babies were much
more likely to .change, parents of the deaf-blind babies were equally likely
to change and to repeat. Thus, when- the deaf,blind babies were neutral(a: doing nothing), which was 50% of the time,. the mothers seemed to
be most uncertain about which strategy to use, employing both repetiton
and change at a chance level.

To' summarize, the two groups of pothers were qualitatively similar in
the low proportion of do-nothing as compared to the other categories:
neither group let their babies act without them. They were also similar in
their greater use of the verbal/vocal category, one of the most common
and "familiar" of the categories of social interaction. The mothers of the
deaf-blind babies, however, used this category.- proportionately less and
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the kinesthetic category proportionately more, thus shifting their tYprt-a-I--,

mode oLinteraction to emphasize another to which their babies were respon-

sive. Patterns of, Contingent responding also differed for the two gro.ups .

of mothers. That is, the same baby 'behaviors; were followed by different .

responses in the two groups, with typiCal patterns in the nonhanditapped

group looking much like they might look in everyday social'interaction in

their greater reliance on vocalization and gaze as interactive categorlies.

Finally, mothers ,of- the deaf-blind babies_ were less predictable both in the
,

modality which they would use following a particular baby modality, and in

the patterns of repetition 'and change .which they would employ after parti-
7cular affective states.

Discussion

Cziven the instruction to "play with your baby as ,you usually dO," it

may be assumed that the objectivelpthe interactions recorded here would

be to engage the baby, and to obtain and continue interactive responding.

Whatever worked fdr this purpose would, in some sense, be adaptive".

Witt) the nonhandicapped baby, it was possible for the mothers to meet this

obJective ough familiar atterns of social interaction. For the friothenStitFt,of

the deaf-blind babies, more adjustment was necessary; they had to change

their own familiar patterns to match the unfamiliar patterns of their ba-.

bies. It is, not surprising that differentes between the two groups of

mothers, were found in the total amount of interaction, modalities used in

interaction, patterns of contingent response, and patterns of repetition

and change. The question remains as to vxhether these differences were
ti

adaptive in the sense of maximizing positive social interaction with the

babies.

2h
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The' Mothers of the deaf -blind babies were ess active overall than

-were the mothers with normal babies; this finding is consistent with re-

sults from other studies with preterm and handicapped populations (e.g.,

DiVitto & Goldberg, 1979, Field, 1979; jogan, Wimberger & Bobbitt, 1'969). ..
. -, ,However, in relation to their babies, the mothers were proportionately

'

more active, engaging in twice as many interactive behaviors as 'did the

babies. Such, persistence is ''remarkabl in the face of the., difficulty of

obtaining a response, and when obtained, of that response being not o

less, predictible in modality and affect, but also being of a kind not us-.
ually interpreted as being socially interactive. Such persistence : was

obvioutly ,essential, however, for it was only. this Which allowed the inter -

action to continue. -While it cannot badirectly deduced from these data, it
,,

seems clear, that the deaf-blind babie,s _probably did not *provide any kind_

,

which
, ..

of interactive rhythm into which the mothers could enter, or even many

behaviors to which the mother could respond, placing the burden for the
.

-
interaction' -squarely on the mother. It is not surprising that these inter-

'-changes resembled chains of stimulus-response; rather than interactive

Sequences. The mothers, despite the lower rate of interaction, did assume

t is burden, initiating most of the tiro -step chains that occurred, .thereby

adjulting *to'the babies' lower level of behavior; this adaptation seems

crucial, for the survival of these interchanges as interactions.

The lower` number of interchahges might also indicate a diferent
of aptation, i.e., more '!wait-time" between 'mother behavio-rs, an adjust-

ment which might be very adaptiVe for babies who require a longer pause.

iii order 'to respond; this po 'ay wouldfilave to' be subjected to a-

different type 'cif arialyiis than is possible:With the present data.

erg
w
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The heavier reliance' on kinesthetic stimulation illustr(ales an adapta-

tion which substitutes a non-tradiijonal interactive category for the more

traditio al ones which did not work as well; the, mothers had learned to

use ,a modality to which the babies would respond.' They may also be

adjustitkg their strategies .for eliciting pleasurable responses to a .lower

cognitive level at which their babies may be functioning (Cicchetti &

Sroufe, 1978), despite the developmental matching of babies used in this

study. The relatively ldwer, probability of all qategories, i.e., the more

even spread of mother behaviors over categories, &lay also indicate either

an uncertainty about what will work, or an exploration of alternative

modalities. Because the mothers were therefore less predictable in their

responses following particular baby categories, this difference may in that

sense not be an adaptive one for the, baby. The reliance bn rin-

traditional categories might also be regarded as at least partially non-
.

adaptive because it may not be conducive to the baby's learning more

appropriate social patterns (such as vocal vocal).

the normal baby, the deaf-blind baby often respoln}ded to the

tadtile modality with distress. Touching or stroking, for this baby, may

not haye served, as ,a means- of soothing or main contact. This

particular pattern, i.e., distress to touching, is con tent with the tactile

defensiveness found in.lnany deaf-blind babies. he mothers, however,

continued to use the tactile category following infant distress,, a pattern

that would s em to be non-adaptive in that the most likely, baby response,

If there wad a response, was more distress. Because the next most likely

rhcter r sponse td baby'distress was do-nothing, it seems clear' that these
.

.mothihr-. probably experienced a great deal of uncertainty about how td"

change this affective state to a happier one.' ,

28
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The Mothers' low eves of using gaze as a possible communicative-

categorycategory is particularly interesting, and seems to be a on-adaptive differ-

ence, for their babies used it relatively more than they did, indicating

that it had potential as an avenue for maintaining contact with these

babies. A number of interpretations are possible/ First, the .mothers may

have been adjusting to perceptions of the babies' capabilities based on the

diagnosis of deaf-blind, rather than to real capabilities. Second, they may

have been adjusting to the size of the babied (remember the chronological

age), holding them on the lap facing outward rather than in a face-to-face

position. Such positioning, for the normal baby of the same chronological

age, may be an appropriate adaptive mechanism, enabling the baby to view

and learn about the world beyond the mother:' Holding the baby facing
1 k

outward, therefore, may be both adaptive and non-adaptive, illustrating

the complexity of this issue.

V Differences in contingent responding show the same- complexity in

interpretation. The different meanings which the mothers in the two

groups seem to attach to.the same infant behiviors provide an illustration.

When the deaf-blind babies did nothing, their mothers were m5st likely to

use kinesthetic stirulation, 'establishing the 2-3 step chain that was the

most typical pattern for these dyads. The "do-nothing" category seems to

have bef interpreted by the mother$ of these babies as a non-interactive

category, and one to be followed by an initiation. When the normal babies

did nothing, their mothers were most likely to' use the tactile category.
I

The mothers of these babies did not seem to be trying to elicit a response,

but rather to be 'employing a "wait" strategy; it seems plausible that these

mothers did not- interpret the do-nothing as an absence of interaction, but

rather as a rest period during which contact was maintained by touch

29



while waiting for the interaction to return in the form of the more communi-
,cative vocalization and. gaze categories. A second example of possible

differences in' meanings attached to baby behaviors is provided Eby the

responses of the two groups of mothers to baby movement. When the

normal babies moved, the others were most likely to use the tactile modal-..

ity, possibly as a sootsooting technique or again as a "wait" strategy; move-

ment seemed to be viewed as a secondary communicative modality by these
irkmothers, rather than as a primary one. When the deaf-blind baby moved,

the mothers. were most likely to use .the vocal/ verbal category; movement

was re4Sonded to as if, it were a primary communication category. While

the mothers of the nonhandiCapped babies thus seem to have differentiated

between those .behaviors which usually comprise social interaction and those

which do not, itlote mothers of the deaf-blind babies seem to be willing to
,4

treat any behOtior as _social interaction, a response .which seems to be

very adaptive in is situation.

.,if repetition is Useful for obtaining responses from the deaf-blind

babies, the mothers of\ the deaf-blind llabies' relatiMely greater us4 of

repetition is' a further di ference that may indicate an adaptive response,

and has been. found in o her studies with handicapped. babies, (Walker &

Beckei', in preparation). lo order to examine the adaptive function of

repetition more fully, an ana sis would have to be made of differences in

responses of the deaf-)Dlincl babies\following repetition and change in order

",to determine which strategy was mor . successful. The almost equal reli-

ance on the two strategies following tl babies' doing' nothing seems to

indicate an ,uncertainty about what will work; no adjustment to'the babies

was made in this case.

31)
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An examination of differences as possible adaptations strongly sup-

ports the notion that a simple description of differences between popula-

tions, of dyads is not

at least adjustments,

di..-t.o" review' past,

this in mind, and to

issue.

enough, Nifferences may indicate adaptations, or

to characteristics of the babies. It would be benefi-

descriptions of differences between populations with

direct future research toward the complexities of this

.4W
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Table 1 .

Contingency Matrices for

Parent Initiate/Baby Respond

Response: 'Deaf-Blind (db) Baby

Gaze Vocal Move Distress

Do

Nothing'

Total

Freq.
Uncond.
Prob.

Gaze /-
(0)

0

VOcal
(4)

.12

(0)

o.
(1),

1.0
*(0)

0

(0)

0
1 .01

(8)
.24*

(2) ,

.06

(19)

.56
,34 .37

Tactili
(4)

.16

(0)

0
(3)

.12

Kines- (5)

thetic .18

(o)
0

(8)

.29

(6)

.24

(12)

.48
25 :27,

.04
(14) n
.50

Do (0)

N fting 0

(1)

.25
(1)
.25

(1)
.25

(l)
.25

28 .30

,4 .04

Total

1

13
Freq.

Uncond.
Prob.

Ito IMO

I I 21 10- - %

.02 .23 .11

)

.50 I

92 .99 Total

1.00 18.4 Rate/Minute

Response:

Gaze Vocal

Normal (nhc) Baby
Do Total

Nothing ! Freq.Move DistreSs
Uncond.
Prob.

=
0
4-1

4-)

Gaze
(7)
.44

(4)

.25

Vocal I

!(25)
.32

(30)

.38

(00 )

C9)

..12 -

(5)

.31

(7 )-

.09

(0)

0 I
16 .11

(8)
(8
.10 !

78 .55

Tactile
I (7)

I .23

(12)

.40

(4)

.13

Kines-
thetic

(5)
.36

(2)

.14
(3)

.21

(1)

.07 .21

30 .21

'14 . .10

Do

Nothing
(0)

0

(1)

.25

(0)

0

(2)

,.50

(1)

.25

Total

Freq.
40 J 24 r19.- 14 143 1.00 Total

Uncond.
Prob.

.31 .28 .17 .13 .11 11.00 28.6 Rate/Minute

Vote: Each tell contains the cell frequency (in parentheses) and the transitional
probability

Comparison of babies' category profiles for groups: x2 = 118.83, p < .001

Comparison of analogous cells in category profiles: zvoc = -- 2.04,.p < .05;
zd.n. = 2.69,,p < .01

--4.-:Significant differences in comparison of category_profile cells to chance (z)

°"` Significant differences in comparison'of conditional to unconditional
probabilities CO ,(no significant differences)-

. 34



, Table .2

Baby Affective Responses

to Parent Initiation

in Different Modalities

Baby Response

Frequency

db.

(b)

nhc

n
tot.
freo.

4.1

CU

CL.

Visual

tot.
1--][freo.1

Probability

db

I

unc.

I n prob.

nhc

unc

Prob.

11 16 1.00 . 0 1 .69 .31 .11

Vogl

Tactile

13 19 34

12 1 25 22

7 -78

30

.38

.28

.06

,24

Kinesthetic.

Do Nothing

Total Freq.
Uncond. Prob.

13 1

2 1
36 161

.35 .11-

14 28

1

c. 46:

4

92

10

1

It108

2 1

14

4

142

.50 .76 .13 .11

.46 .04-

. 6-

,4R

.37

.50 .30

.82

.71

.09 .10

. 1 3 .13

.55

,21

.07 .21 .10

Comparison of babies' category profiles for groups: x
2

= 108.51; p < .001

Comparison of analogous cells in category profiles: z
pos

= 3.9,p < .001; z
neut.

= 2- .69, p < .01

35
---- Significant differences in comparisoln of category profile cells to chance (z1

1" Significant differences in comparison
(no significant differences)

Comparison of total contingency matrices

of conditional to unconditional probabilities (z)

for groups: x2 = 134.3, p < :001

I-



Table 3

Mean Frequency and Length

of Positive Interpersonal Two-Step Chains

x s. d. t

signif.
level prob. z,

signif.

level

.Mean
Number of db 16.25 11.50 .33
positive two- nhc
step chains

525 7.59 ,

-5.298 ,.0018

.73

-3.5Z .001*

Mean'
Length of db 3.25 1.55 -
positive two- nhc 12.47 11.46
step chains -1.595 .2152 -

I.

*significant difference between groups
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Table 3

Mean Frequency and Length

of Positive Interpersonal Two-Step Chains

..*

I

.'"--

x s.d. t
signif.
level prob. z

signif.
level

Mean
Number of db 16.25 11.50 .33
positive two- -,nhc 52.75 7.59 .73
step chains -5.298 .0018 -3.5Z .001 *

so

Mean
Length of db 3.25 1.55
positive two- nhc 12.47 11.46
step chains -1.595 .2152

*significant difference between groups

o

.
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Table 4

Mean Frequency and Probability

of Changes in 'Baby Category and Affective State

Cell I Signif. Signif.
Freq. Freq. s.d. t level prob. 'z level

Total db 48 12.0 5.60 .53
-Category nhc 88 22.0 1.63 .62
Changes ,. 3.430 . .0140* .83 ns

Affect
Changes/ db 43 10.75 5.25 .90
Total ,nhc , 38 9.50 6.24 .43
Changes ': .306 .7697 4.09 :.001* -

Positive
Two-step db 5 1.26 1.26 .10
Changes/ nhc 49 12.25 4.79 .56
Total 4.445 ,.0044* -2.59 ..01*
Changes

* Significant differences between groups



Table 6

- Contingency Matrices for

Baby Initiate/Parent Respond

4bs

Gaze

Gaze
(0)
0

Vocal
(5)
.36

Vocal

Move

(0).
0

(0)
0

(0)
0

(12)
.57

Parent Respo
Kines-

Tactil e . thetic
(4)\ ;
.29

.(1) (0)
1.00 0

(2) (6r
.10 .29

_Do
Nothing

(1)
07

(0)
0

Total
,Freq.

14

Uncond
Prob.

,15

1 .01

(1)
.a5 21 .23

Distress
(0)
o

(3)
.23

(5)
.38

Do
Nothir.o

(1) (16)
.37

(9)
.21

(1)
.08
(17)
.40

'oy`
0

13 .14

43 .47

4

Tatat
Freq. 1 36 21 28 6 92 1.00 Total
Uncond.

Prob. . 0 1 .39 .23 .30 .07 1 .00 180 Rate/Ilinute

EL
0

4,

Gaze

Gaze .12
(7)

'Vocal., .17

Parent Response

Vocal Tactile
;DOI (5) (0'

- .12 -.02.
(27$ (3) (51.
.64 .07 .12

Kines-
thetic

b Do Total
Nothing Freq.

1)

Uncond.
Prob.

42., .30

(0)
0

42' go
(1)

Move .05
(3)

Distress .16
Do (1)

:7510._Nothin .06

Freq.

(8) ;001;
.36 %..45.
(9) (3)
.47 .16
(4).
.25

1(7)
.44

(1)
. 0 6

22 .16

19

16

.13

.11 4 r

141 (T.00 Total
`

.03 1 1.00 '28.6 Rate/Mi.npte 6

X78_; 28 .14,
Uncond.

Prob. .12 .55 .20

ti

Comparison of mothers' category profiles for groups: x2 = p <, .001
Comparison of analogous cells in category profiles: z

gaze = -2.46, p < :05

-- Significant differences in comparison of category profile cells to
chan e (z)

Signir ant differences in compar,ison of conditional to unconditional
pribbabil iti es (z)



PrOb Lity e of Repeats/ChangAi

Following Baby Affective States

I.

. .

....1

Parerit Response

,

.

Positive

(a ) 'Parent of db Parent of nhc-

Change

(18)
.53 .

Repeat

,:(16)
.47

Uncond.,
Prob.

(34)-
.40

Change

(50)
.54

Repeat

(42)
.46

Uncond.
prob:

(92)
.67

Ca
4-J
(13-* +)cri.j

co -7-";

0
t.--
4-:
azt

. ,

, *

Negative
(8)
.73

' (3)
, .27 ---

'01)
.13

/ . -,
i(19):
',.,§6.,.

.
; (3) 'IA
4..14,'

/7-1122)
.16

Do Nothing
(19)
.46

(22)
.54

(41)
.48 0)

-. 71
(7)
.29

(24)
4. .1/

.
Uncond.,

Prob.

(45)
.52

(41)
.48

-

(86) - : (86) 1

t.62 i_ _I

1.(52) t

t .38 e

, q, _I

(138)

S.

Each cell contains*the cell frequen
(in parentheses) and the transition
probability,

X1'1
Comparison of mothers' category profiles for, groups: x

2 = 4.88, p < .001
Comparison of analogobs cells in category Profiles: b,no significant differences

as 41.1,011. Siffificant differences in comparison of category profile eells tochance (z)
. ,

Significant differences in comparison of conditional to unconditional.
probabilities -(z)

Comparison of total- contingency matrices for groups.: xz . 76.13, p < .001

4
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